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LILLE CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY 

10.4.15 

DRAMA AS A POLITICAL WEAPON 

5 POINTS 

1 

IMAGINE A PLACE WITH NO DRAMA AT ALL 

Dictatorships, former east Europe, North Korea, swathes of rural America or rural France, etc 

Children who do not see theatre can play but they have not seen it done well, know what it can do, 

how far you can go 

Some children do not know the difference between a play and real life if they are watching 

Who does not need stories in 3D? skinheads, rednecks, bully boys and fascists – do they get by on 

life without stories? 

No, they choose their stories 

It’s not do we want DRAMA but what DRAMA do we want  

And what DRAMA chooses us 

The teenagers going to join ISIS – what are their stories? 

It is important that every community and every school allows and encourages drama, open and free 

thought and imagination 

How to interpret Sarah Palin Marine Le Pen without acting out – can you see the difference between 

true language and false language 

No Drama is politically dis-empowering 

2 

EVERYONE SEES FILM, WHEREVER YOU LIVE 

What is one of the differences between film and theatre? 

In cinema, you leave when the film is over – it is a private experience even in a crowded cinema 

In theatre, you register your vote together at the end – you applaud – perhaps BRAVO and you 

STAND, perhaps very quiet. 

Theatre is always getting a vote, negative or positive and it is a direct connection of voters and voted 

in the room where the play has just happened. 

Is film a political weapon? Harry Potter, perhaps not. 
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But the best-selling film is AMERICAN SNIPER, a specialist at killing Arabs when they ARE NOT 

LOOKING.  Is that a political weapon? 

What story is ours? 

What story do we want to be in? 

Can we act in it? 

Can acting in made-up stories be a ‘political weapon’?  

Those girls of 16 who have joined ISIS – are they joining in a drama they have yet to act out? 

Drama is a political weapon because you don’t only watch it – you can do it. 

No drama to participate in? is that a deprivation dangerous to young people? 

3 

WHAT IS THE POWER OF THEATRE? 

You live in a small town 

You have an Arts Centre that show touring plays once a week or so – and good films as well as v 

popular ones 

Your nearest big city is 90 minutes away. Parking is hard. 

You read the Guardian 

You love drama – in fact you cherish it.  

You see this play with this opening scene… 

HERE WE HAD THREE COUPLES ACT OUT THE OPENING SCENE TO MIRAD BY AD DE BONT 

WE ALL GOT VERY INVOLVED BY HOW TO DO IT AND WHAT IT WAS SAYING 

I describe my sister as this typical person 

She LOVES and CHERISHES love drama 

It is what she remembers and makes her talk passionately 

Discussion of LIVE experience etc etc 

This play will come back to her school and the pupils will act it and discuss it 

THIS IS DRAMA AS A POLITICAL WEAPON – all the talk it causes 

PARTICIPATION is KEY NOTE 
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BUT in her near city the drama/theatre programme is a lot of well-known plays that she has seen 

before…theatre can be boring too and only a weapon to destroy itself. 

4 

LIFE WITH THEATRE IN A VIBRANT CAPITAL CITY, eg LONDON 

http://www.londontheatre.co.uk/londontheatre/whatson/drama.htm (see Annex 1) 

There is so much to see 

You need MONEY 

Recent Stats 

Most likely to attend: 16 – 19 year olds – 87% 

Least likely to attend: 45 – 54 year olds – 66% 

63% attended a theatre event last year 

Huge numbers go to theatre – twice the number that watch Premier League football. 

There are many overtly political plays – choose your favourite two: see list below… 

5 

WHO CONVERTS THE POLITICAL WEAPON OF THEATRE TO ACTION? 

1 

Young people who see good theatre early – from being children and through their teenage years 

2 

Bourgeois people in small towns and suburbs – people with energy who are not too busy -- who 

cherish drama and become activists 

3 

YOU – dynamic and well-paid decision-makers of the future – story of Ed Milliband in the show I 

went to recently – Kilburn Tricycle and so on – people in capital cities with £100 to spare for the 

tickets and who important jobs and have social consciences. 

END 
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